News in focus
In 2000, List showed that the amino acid
proline could act as a catalyst in an aldol
reaction, in which carbon atoms from two
different molecules are bonded together, and
that it could drive asymmetric catalysis (B. List
et al. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 122, 2395–2396; 2000).
Around the same time, MacMillan designed
small organic molecules that can provide or
accept electrons and therefore efficiently
catalyse reactions (K. A. Ahrendt et al. J. Am.
Chem. Soc. 122, 4243–4244; 2000).
Until their breakthroughs, the common
wisdom among chemists was that a catalyst
that synthesizes chiral molecules (those of
a particular handedness) had to either be an
enzyme or contain a transition metal such as
iron. “It was a conceptual shift,” says chemist
Cathleen Crudden at Queen’s University in
Kingston, Canada. “For a long time, people
thought that metals and enzymes were the
only ones.”
The ‘organocatalysts’ developed by List,

MacMillan and their collaborators had no
metals. And unlike enzymes — typically large
complexes made of proteins — they were
small, organic molecules. Organocatalysts are
cheaper to produce, and more sustainable,
than those containing metals, and interest in
the field has exploded since their discovery.
“I absolutely didn’t expect this huge surprise
— you really made my day today,” List told
reporters at a press conference after the
announcement. “When I [first] did this experiment, I didn’t know what would happen and I
thought maybe it’s a stupid idea, or somebody
has tried it already. When I saw it worked, I did
feel that this could be something big.”
He added that receiving the Nobel prize
would allow him even greater freedom to pursue new ideas in his research. “I hope I live up
to this recognition and continue discovering
amazing things.”
Additional reporting by Tosin Thompson.

WHY COVID VACCINES
DIDN’T WIN A SCIENCE
NOBEL THIS YEAR
Insiders and observers say timing and politics
meant vaccine technology was an unlikely winner.
By Ewen Callaway

A

nd the winner is … not COVID-19
vaccines. Despite sky-high hopes that
one of the Nobel committees would
recognize research on vaccines that
have saved countless lives, this year’s
science Nobels instead went to fundamental
advances that had been tipped to win for years.
Some scientists expressed surprise and
disappointment at the omission of COVID-19
vaccines, particularly those developed using
messenger RNA technology, which have
launched a new class of vaccine.
“The Nobel Prize folks could have done
something with this year’s award to directly
aid global health efforts during a 100-year
pandemic. And they chose not to. This is utter
dereliction. It is an indefensible decision that
will cost lives,” Alexey Merz, a cell biologist at
the University of Washington in Seattle, wrote
on Twitter on 5 October, after research into
the mechanisms behind senses won this year’s
medicine or physiology prize.
But Nobel prize insiders and watchers say
that timing, technical details and politics
meant that a nod this year was a long shot. However, the impact of COVID-19 vaccines — and

“We want to give credit
to the right people, and
for the right discovery.
So stay tuned.”
says Göran Hansson, secretary-general of the
Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences in Stockholm, which awards the prizes. “This is a kind
of discovery that will receive nominations. But
we need to take time.”
The timing didn’t work in favour of a
COVID‑19 Nobel this year. Nominations for this
year’s prizes had to be submitted by 1 February.
This was more than two months after the first
vaccines proved their mettle in clinical trials,
but before their impact on the pandemic was
fully clear, Hansson notes. “Follow-up is really
still happening now.”
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the underlying advances — indicate that it
shouldn’t be long before researchers behind
the work get a call from Stockholm.
“The development of mRNA vaccines is a
wonderful success story that has had enormous positive consequences for humankind.
And we’re all very grateful to the scientists,”

History was also against a win for COVID‑19
vaccines. The gap between a discovery and
recognition with a scientific Nobel prize has
grown over time, says Santo Fortunato, a physicist and director of the Indiana University
Network Science Institute in Bloomington,
and it now stands at an average of more
than 30 years. The first experimental mRNA
vaccines were tested in the mid-1990s, but key
advances underlying the jabs developed by
Moderna in Cambridge, Massachusetts, and by
Pfizer in New York City and BioNTech in Mainz,
Germany, didn’t come until the 2000s. And
one could argue that the technology’s impact
wasn’t apparent until this year.
But Fortunato says that major discoveries
do tend to be recognized much more quickly.
One potential parallel for mRNA vaccines is the
detection of gravitational waves. The existence of gravitational waves was predicted by
Albert Einstein in 1915, but it took a century
for researchers to develop the tools to detect
them directly. Researchers announced their
discovery in February 2016, and scientists
behind the observations and theoretical work
won the 2017 physics Nobel.
When it comes to COVID-19, Brian Uzzi,
a computational scientist at Northwestern University in Evanston, Illinois, who
studies scientific prizes, expects the Nobel
committees to look more broadly than the
development of vaccines. “They like to give
prizes to people who do fundamental research
that can go on and solve lots of different problems, not just one problem,” he says.

Nobel harbingers
COVID-19 vaccines have already started
hoovering up major scientific prizes: last
month, one of the US$3-million Breakthrough
prizes went to two scientists who developed
modifications that silenced unwanted immune
responses and were key to the Moderna and
Pfizer–BioNTech vaccines. The same researchers also won one of the Lasker Foundation’s
annual awards (considered by some to be predictors of Nobel prizes). Uzzi expects there will
be more awards for COVID-19 vaccines before
Stockholm comes knocking.
If the vaccines are awarded a Nobel prize,
the committee will need to make some difficult decisions about whom to recognize and
for what. It’s not clear-cut who the recipients
should be, because the vaccines’ development
has deep roots in several disciplines, says
Arturo Casadevall, a microbiologist at Johns
Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health
in Baltimore, Maryland. “I can imagine the
committee taking its time to sort out which
contributions to recognize since many fields
contributed to their deployment.”
Working all this out takes time, Hansson
says. “We want to give credit to the right
people, and for the right discovery,” he says.
“So stay tuned.”

